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. . . threatening population persistence and reshaping natural selection. Lab experiments have shown that genetic evolutionmay be fast enough to rescue populations from extinction, but in nature we know close to nothing about how and whenevolution makes a difference. There are three main problems: ( ) Population monitoring are too short and not detailedenough; ( ) Adaptive evolution is impossible to demonstrate without genetic data (expensive) and genetic models(complicated); ( ) A lack of tools to jointly model genes and demography. How to tackle these challenges?
( ) Human activities modify the environment of many wild animals. . .
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Test for adaptive evolution in mass:
p(SG ≥ 0) = 0.06
p(drift ≥ SG) = 0.03
( ) To understand and predict how wild populations respond to environmental change, we need. . .
( ) Understanding genetic adaptation to climatic changes: lessons from two examples
Red deer, Scotland
Earlier, warmersprings affectparturition date
Snow vole, Switzerland
Change in snowfall pattern af-fect body mass
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Predicted from apparent selection
Estimated rate of evolution Statistical partitioning of phenotypereveals rapid genetic change.
Apparent selection may not predictevolution well.
Phenotypic data are necessarybut insufficient to predict evolutionGenetic evolution over a few genera-tions, related to climate change.How commonly? What constrains it?Genetic-conflict models, new sys-tems studied with genomics
( ) Understanding the interplay between genetic evolution and population dynamicsEvolution
Demography
How fast can adapta-tion up-bend populationgrowth rate? When?
Does the opportunity forselection increase whenpopulations crash?
Theoretical expectationBut relies on specific mathematical modelsMeta-analysis to confirm pattern empiricallyEvolution can rescue populationsCannot be sure without knowing nature of selectionNeeds long(er)-term data and new statistics
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